
EttorE SottSaSS. the architect Ettore Sottsass was one of the best known 
protagonists of Italian Design. to Sottsass has been recognized the invention of a new 
and revolutionary language with which he has confronted with the issue of design, 
influencing the taste of his time. A philosophical and poetic stance informs all of his 
work as an architect, designer, painter, potter, photographer, writer.
His ability to use color as a basic element of his expression gave life to his objects, his 
architecture, to the Memphis furniture and the famous red typewriter “Valentine”.

Despite the work of Sottsass has been extensively investigated, it is only presented 
now a significant and unpublished work done in 1958: a set of rounds and vases made 
in enamel on copper.
With the exhibition dedicated to these materials Ettore inaugurated in December 1958 
the Gallery “Il  Sestante” (in Milan’s Via della Spiga, directed by Marisa Scarzella and 
Lina Matteucci).
Between the fifties and sixties Sottsass considers and practice in the same way both the 
work of designer and painter. Consequently, it is his pictorial and chromatic research the 
key to understanding these glazes, expressively more akin to art than to decorative arts.
The signs and drawings that cover the surfaces seem to want to return and rebuild the 
aura of magic and mystery that belongs to the symbols of ancient cultures. For this 
purpose, uses specific bright and strong colors, pushed boldly; these are the colors that 
best represent the icon of “Italian Design”: solar, positive, immersed in the joy of living.

THE ENAMEL. The enamel technique is particularly complex and valuable and therefore 
unsuitable for the production of industrial design objects. Sottsass loves the unattainable 
material qualities of the enamel which lend themselves well to his formal research. The 
intrinsic glassy nature of the material gives a physical substance to surfaces, irregularly 
thick but smooth and shiny, and offers the ability to use fields of pure and extraordinarily 
vivid color. In the vases of Sottsass the enamel is enhanced by contrast with the natural 
warmth of the wooden bases of the vases.

THE EXHIBITION. The exhibition of original pieces that will open on September 16 
is completed by a series of signed sketches, authentic visions pinned on small cards, 
and blueprints in real scale of the objects, colored by Sottsass with bright crayons. The 
catalog raisonné “Ettore Sottsass. Smalti “with an essay by Arturo C. Quintavalle, is 
available in the Gallery.

CuratorShIp. The exhibition is curated by Fulvio and Napoleone Ferrari, founder of 
the Museo Casa Mollino in Turin. Fulvio Ferrari is permanent membership of the MoMA 
and author of the catalog raisonné of all the ceramic work of Ettore Sottsass (1996).
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ETTORE SOTTSASS 
SMALTI 1958



It is not my wish that the objects should be silent, but rather that they will force into silence those who will use them or those who will 
look at them – silence in the sense of an awareness that we are using them, that we are touching them.
         ETTORE SOTTSASS

It is 1958: Ettore Sottsass begins his collaboration with Olivetti for which firm he will design the first Italian mainframe fully transistorized 
computer (Elea 9003). During this period, which is characterised by an extraordinary burst of creativity, Italian design is suddenly the 
centre of attraction on account of its originality and the audacity of its conceptions. 
In Milan that very same year, 1958, Ettore Sottsass also creates a series of vitreous enamels on copper. Thanks to Fulvio Ferrari 
these have recently been rediscovered, and are now being brought to the attention of specialists and of a larger public.
In the translucent chromatic variety of these enamels, we can recognize the same extraordinary capacity of using colour as a basic 
element of design, that will be typical of the later subversive experiences of the Anti-Design movement and of the Memphis collective 
by which Ettore Sottsass will distance himself from purely functionalist design.
This exhibition gives the public a chance to discover a less known – but fascinating – aspect of the production of an artist who has 
been a protagonist and a great innovator in the culture of design in Italy and all over the world. 

       Paolo Grossi
    Director of Italian Cultural Institute “C. M. Lerici

GALLERY IL SESTANTE, PUBLISHER OF THE ENAMELS IN 1958

In the postwar years different categories of furniture and objets d’art producers found new possibilities to express, in their crafts the original “forms of 

usefulness.” The creation of the new world, drawn with constant surprises, comes from a feeling of solar confidence. An economy perpetually positive, 

new materials, the absence from the market of a number of types of objects that today populate our daily life, the rise of a “cultivated” industry that 

knows how to transform in novelty even objects of traditional artisan matrix. It transforms them into more essential objects, more modern in the sense 

of simplification of forms, as in parallel art is moving towards abstraction, spatiality, the a-chrome. However, the planning landscape in the late 50s 

includes a very different point of view (which is an asset) postulated by Gabetti and Isola, Aulenti, Gregotti, Canella, Magistretti Rossi, who subscribe in 

a publication: “The object seems to attempt to get out of an alleged distinct reality, opposed, which placed it in his subjection to the process of function-

form. It tends to assume a greater emblematic function, to be possessed by the feelings, to signify with passion different content. “(AA VV, New designs 

for Italian furniture, the observer of the industrial arts, Milan, 1960 introduction).

With surprise we find Ettore Sottsass, albeit out of this “manifesto”, operating exactly in the spirit of the aforementioned feelings and of “other content.” 

And yet surprisingly there is a new gallery that is oriented in the same “astral”  direction and not surprisingly is called Il  Sestante. Marisa Villa Scarzella 

and Lina Villa Matteucci founded it in Via della Spiga 3 in Milan at the end of 1958. The project was entrusted to Alberto Scarzella, which builds 

structures in solid brick painted with pure white and a floor that includes grits by Bobo Piccoli: simple geometric designs.

Il  Sestante will take care of crafts, industrial arts, art, graphics, freely tracing with the sequence of exhibitions organized in the twenty years of its life, a 

different “portrait” of the design. Not surprisingly, the first exhibition of the gallery (November 1958), sees players an architect (Sottsass) and an artist 

(Arnaldo Pomodoro) that are put to the test with the use of a material by no means modern: the enamel. The products are made in small batches in 

the laboratory Pesaro 3 Mastro founded in 1954 by Bucci with Sgarzini and Vannini. It is by Ettore Sottsass the idea of   creating for each exhibition 

of the Sestante original poster-invitations to send, but also to hang on the wall as dry “paints.” He himself draws some that are printed of matter 

(and expensive-precious) serigraphs. In addition to designing several collections of ceramic vases produced in series by Il Sestante he will hold the 

exhibitions of Ceramics of Darkness (1963) and the Ceramics of Smoke (1969). In 1964 he presents a collection of Ornaments for Women, jewelry 

made   of ebony, ivory and coral. Thanks to his important collaboration, the gallery will be able to produce objects designed by architects who come from 

the forge Olivetti, of which Ettore is the leader. The German Hans von Klier (co-designer of the computer Elea 2003) exposes architectural games and 

the Canadian Albert Leclerc cast objects in aluminium (the same technique used for the construction of typewriters) finished with contrasting glossy 

/ mat. Other artists, including Gio Pomodoro and again Arnaldo with a series of bronzes, potters Rosanna Bianchi and Renato Bassoli (famous are 

his drilled  stones , enamelled with wise glazing) goldsmiths as Reister and Rivière, Bobo Piccoli, manufacturers such as Vittorio Bonacina (bamboo 

furniture) or Ve-Art (glasses of advanced industrial production), the wood craftsman Renzo Brugola that also makes mirrors and frames in colored 

woods designed by Sottsass, the Turin enameller Del Campo, will appear at Sestante alternating rugs exhibitions, folk Sicilian crafts, creations in the 

forms of bread, polychrome statues of sugar and who knows what else. Il  Sestante seems to be the happy island where it becomes tangible what was 

postulated by Aldo Rossi: “... a “poetic” resolution of the problem [of making furniture / objects] is very difficult requiring a balance between ”thought“ 

and ”meaning“ between ”civilization“ and ”art“ of which the history of architecture offers us very few examples.” (Aldo Rossi, Op. Cit. P.5)


